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Education: 
B.Sc : St Columba's college 1987  
PGDCA:  D S Degree College 1988 
M.B.A : Indian Institute Of Business Management 1991 
 
Industrial Experience: 

Completed Internship during MBA at Premier Explosives Ltd, Hyderabad under 

Topic " Integrated Marketing Concept in Explosive Industry" in 1990. 

Joined Father's Business in 1991, which was founded a year back only. 

Brief of achievements so far: 

Played key role in designing and marketing of DCM-3 Clipping machine on pan 

India basis, which turned out to be a big success, there is no substitute till date for 

this machine in India, sold more than 300 units and exported more than 20 units. 

Played a key role in setting up of Delay Manufacturing unit in Premier Explosives 

Ltd, Hyderabad 

Created scope for paper shells packing of Slurry explosives as a replacement for 

NG cartridges. 

Successfully completed installation and commissioning of Fuse Head plant at 

Rajasthan Explosives & Chemicals Ltd. 



Commissioned detonator assembly plant of Haryana Explosives & Chemicals Ltd, 

Faridabad. 

Developed STEEL detonator shell manufacturing machine. 

Manufacturing and supply of STEEL detonator shells for all permitted detonator 

manufacturers. 

Exporting Thermocouple assemblies and parts to POLAND. 

Manufacturing of all spares of KP clipping machine ( from USA) 

Manufacturing Form fill and clipping machine for slurry & Emulsions. 

Manufacturing of assembly units for Defense. 

Manufacturing assembly units for Missiles. 

Manufacturing Aluminum detonator Shells at Hyderabad. 

Manufacturing Tear gas shells and assemblies, and smoke cover assemblies for 

defense. 

Developed shock tube cutting and coiling machine with production capacity of 

18000 meters a shift. 

Final stage of developing detonator lead wire coiling and cutting machine. 

Recently installed and commissioned pressing and filling unit for detonators at  

Economic Explosives Ltd, Nagpur . 

This is just a brief, my company has indigenously developed more than 100 

machines for explosive manufacturer, I have been involved in each and every 

sphere of explosive manufacturing process. I have a  full fledged engineering and 

automation factory duly ISO certified, having employment of 70 people including 

6 qualified Engineers. 

 


